Hijacking CAR19 T cells to target diverse hematologic and solid tumors
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Background

Delivery Technologies

Characterizing i-genes

CAR T cells targeting CD19 (CAR19s) can eradicate B cell
leukemias and lymphomas. The effectiveness of CAR19s is driven
by their robust expansion and persistence properties, supported
by normal CD19+ B cells. Thus CD19+ B cells serve as a nontumor dependent, self-renewing source of antigen. We re-engineer
CAR19s to secrete retargeting fusion proteins (FPs) by encoding
expression cassettes downstream of the CAR sequence. By
hijacking CAR19s, we utilize their inherent persistence properties.
By designing multi-specific FP, we directly counter the clinically
critical issues of tumor heterogeneity and antigen loss.

To deliver IMPACT™ FPs to the tumor we have delivered three
distinct technologies.

Methods
We use an MCSV promoter-based lentiviral vector to express
the CAR19 construct and FPs. Primary T cells are transduced
with IMPACT lentiviral vectors and assessed for CAR
expression, FP secretion, cytotoxicity capacity in vitro, and
ability to control tumor growth in vivo. For each program we
analyze direct killing of CD19+ cells, and redirected killing of
cells expressing the antigen(s) targeted by the FP.

Biologics

Characterization. Creating an anti-Her2 i-gene platform for

Fusion Protein Technology - We create fusion proteins that

Our premise is two-fold: 1) that targeting a single antigen will
not be successful in the treatment of solid tumors and 2) that
access to CD19 on normal B cells will improve CAR T
persistence. The CD19-anti-Her2 i-gene is a platform to which
other antigen-binding domains can be added.

CD19

anti-tumor antigen binding domains
(eg. an scFv, VhH, Fab, FN3)

Table 2. Potency of anti-Her2-based FP in the SKOV3

Oncolytic virus

(Her2+/EGFR+) cytotoxicity assay

The FP creates a bridge between a CAR19 T cell and the target
tumor cell – we call this IMPACT™ (Integrated Modular Proteins
for Adoptive Cell Therapy)

Table 1. Fusion protein modules that have been developed, and
the target indications.
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Figure 1. In vivo data: CD19 - anti-Her2 i-gene expressing
CAR19 T cells (CRO: Woodland Biosciences, N Grafton MA)
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The use of lentiviral technology allows for a single vector
solution, ie. both the CAR19 domain and the fusion protein are
encoded within the lentiviral vector – this is termed an
integrated gene, or i-gene.
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Using the IMPACT™ platform we are building programs
targeting solid tumors, AML and B cell malignancies Careful
protein and gene engineering results in production of multiantigen targeting FPs. In vitro analyses show robust potency.
In vivo modeling demonstrates direct (on CD19) and
redirected cytotoxicity. We are advancing lentiviral programs
into development, with biologic and oncolytic viral programs
moving through preclinical testing.

